2 and philosophical books by European or American authors, their Chinese commentaries and reflections, and their original studies of Christian history, literature, and social institutions have contributed to the legitimation of Christianity as a viable faith option for the Chinese in China today. Indeed, since the 1990s, many college-educated Chinese have converted to Christianity both in China and in diaspora. Cynthia Baiqing Zhang's article in this issue studies Chinese conversion to Christianity in the United States, comparing different network ties and identities in a small city and a metropolis.
While speaking and writing in the Chinese language and networking with fellow Chinese are two ways in which Chinese Christians perform Chineseness, they arguably participate in a deeper way of being Chinese when they follow traditional Chinese behavioral patterns. In her study of an indigenous Chinese sect, the Local Church, Teresa Zimmerman-Liu argues that these Christians have reconfigured guanxi 关系 and invested it with new meanings. "Guanxi is the Chinese system of ideas and practices constituting social relationships and can be considered the foundation of Chinese societies," she writes. The Christian adaptation of guanxi, however, has also reconstituted guanxi under Christian principles, so that both Christianity and guanxi have been changed in the process. Zimmerman-Liu's article is exemplary in analyzing the changing dynamics of guanxi and the accommodation and transformation of a deep-rooted cultural tradition by a nontraditional religion. The case of the Local Church is interesting for two additional, ironic reasons. This sect, which evolved from the Little Flocks under Watchman Nee into the Local Church under Witness Lee, has been suppressed-in spite of its manifest Chinesenessby the same Chinese Communist party-state that has repeatedly called for making Christianity more Chinese. If the Little Flocks or Local Church do not qualify as sufficiently Chinese, what counts as Chinese in the eyes of the Chinese Communists? Second, in spite of its Chinese origins, the Local Church has aspired to be a universal church movement appealing to people of all nations and ethnicities. In striving toward this universal goal, the Local Church has to overcome the Chinese characteristics of guanxi, or reinterpret guanxi as a universal principle through biblical exposition. Therefore, cultural zhongguohua of a universal religion also faces the challenge of transcending national or ethic boundaries.
The article by Ottavio Palombaro takes us in a different direction. While Palombaro finds a resemblance between Wenzhou Christians' business ethics and Max Weber's Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism, his study also shows that for these Chinese Christians in Milan, Italy, their Chineseness seems natural and their Chinese and Christian identities are inseparable.
